Creature
comforts

I

t was around 9.30 one Saturday
morning in March this year that
I got the call from The Sunday
Telegraph. It was the paper’s features
department. Would I care to go to
Crufts and file a “colourful” story
in time for the next day’s paper? They
would need the copy by, say, four o’clock
that afternoon.
I jumped at the opportunity. Having
lived for many years outside the UK, I had
somehow never managed to get to Crufts.
I hopped on my bike and headed for Earl’s
Court (from Regent’s Park a perfectly manageable distance) only to find that Crufts
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had moved some years ago to the National
Exhibition Centre in Birmingham.
I finally arrived at the Greatest Dog Show
in the World with a couple of hours at the
most to absorb the scene and report back.
My article duly appeared the next day. It
mainly focused on the magical moment
when I was fortunate enough to witness
Barbara Abbishaw from County Durham
winning the Best of Breed Certificate with
her gorgeous Italian Spinone. She was
puffing so much from doing the lap of
honour with that she could barely talk.
When the Kennel Club rang me earlier
this week to invite me to its Discover Dogs

event (the other big doggy festival which
it stages in November each year), I was
delighted to discover that this time the
correct location really was Earl’s Court. If
you are looking for a spectacle, Discover
Dogs is certainly that. It is the grand finale
of London Dog Week.
OUR OLD FRIEND
Heidi Ancell, the Kennel Club’s press
officer, said: “Of the 210 pedigree breeds
in the UK, no fewer than 200 are being
exhibited here.”
She thrust a map of the giant hall into
my hands. “The breed booths are either
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Dog-lover Stanley Johnson visits Crufts and London Dog Week and
finds plenty of evidence to confirm that canines are good for us
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FIRST PERSON
thinking about what dogs have meant to
me personally.
The answer, undoubtedly, is an enormous
amount. When we first came to our farm
on Exmoor, in 1951, we brought with us
two Labradors (one black, one yellow). We
also acquired two sheepdogs and a Jack
Russell Terrier bitch, Crumpet, which
became the progenitor of a long line of
Jack Russells. Our late last dog, Harry,
was the great-great“I found it immensely enriching to spend the
grandson of Crumpet. Dogs, working
morning amid such a biological treasure chest.
or otherwise, were
This was a four-legged Chelsea Flower Show” a vital part of my
parents’ life and they
chest. This was a four-legged version of have been a central part of mine. Though
the Chelsea Flower Show. Yet here we are Harry has died, I am sure Jenny and I regard
talking not about a multitude of species, our current dogless state as temporary.
but just one – our old friend, Canis lupus
I know we are not alone. The Kennel
familiaris, albeit in a stupendous profusion Club has just published new research to
of breeds and varieties.
coincide with the Discover Dogs event.
My little party that morning consisted Apparently more than four in five people
of myself, my wife Jenny, and two of my say the mere presence of a wagging tail has
11 grandchildren: Rose, aged six, and provided them with the courage or excuse
William, aged four. If Jenny and I were to talk to a stranger.
carried away by the sheer variety of the
display, for the children, I suspect, the
pleasure of that morning’s excursion to
Earl’s Court lay in the opportunities they
had for actual physical contact.
Of course, they observed the Kennel
Club’s advice (“ask the owner’s permission
before you stroke a dog”) but, once
permission was granted, I could see the
real joy on their faces as they felt the sheer
sleek silkiness of an Afghan Hound or the
rich effervescence of the Standard Poodle’s
newly shampooed ruff.
side of the main ring.” With my Crufts
experience, brief as it was, to draw on, I
could see at once that the arrangement of
the booths followed the traditional classifications: Toy, Utility, Terrier, Hound,
Working, Pastoral, and Gundog.
Having spent much of my life as an
environmentalist, I found it immensely
enriching to have the chance to spend the
morning amid such a biological treasure

hoops and hurdles
Later, when we went to the main ring, we
saw some of the dogs in action in the agility
contest. A dozen dogs of different breeds
and varieties, including cross-breeds who
have an honoured place at Discover Dogs
if not at Crufts itself, competed over a
course which consisted of numerous hoops
and hurdles, tunnels and slalom-type
weaves. The secret lies not just in the speed,
but in the control exercised by the handler.
As it happened, Natasha Wise, the
current world champion, and her border
collie, Dizzy, won in the record time of
26.91 seconds, but half a dozen other dogs
came only a second or two behind.
That morning at Earl’s Court has set
me thinking. Paws for reflection? Well,
why not? As Wordsworth put it, “getting
and spending we lay waste our powers”.
We have to grab moments of meditation
when we can. So ever since Jenny and
I returned Rose and William into the
loving arms of their parents, I have been
www.lady.co.uk
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dogs in bringing people together online,
but I offer this anecdote, circulated by the
Kennel Club to members of the press under
the heading “Dogs help Facebook generation to find real life puppy love”.
A Passion for dogs
Isobel Ducie and Iain Culverhouse were
childhood sweethearts from Oxfordshire,
who met because of their shared love and
passion for their dogs.
“We struck up a friendship while going
to dog shows with our parents’ English
Springer Spaniels and Bearded Collies,”
said Isobel. “We adored spending time with
each other and with our dogs.
“In our late teens our lives took separate
paths and I moved to Newport, south
Wales and Iain to Bracknell. But years later
Iain requested me as a friend on Facebook
and our shared love for dogs and childhood
memories soon flooded back.
“We were both in troubled relationships
at the time. Eventually, our respective
relationships fell apart and we agreed to
meet again. We are now engaged and

William and
Rose, two
of Stanley
Johnson’s
grandchildren,
at Discover Dogs
OPPOSITE
Stanley at Crufts

Furthermore, 85% of people think that
dog walking is a great way to exercise; 77%
think that dogs can help to reduce stress
levels; 48% think that dogs get city dwellers
outside; and 66% think that dogs can bring
people together.
When we first came to Exmoor, we
didn’t have mains electricity and we had
to share a party-line telephone. Since 1994,
we have been connected to the mains and
we even have broadband. I am learning to
communicate with friends on Facebook
and may even use Twitter before too long.
I don’t suppose there have yet been any
systematic surveys of the importance of

looking forward to getting our first dog
together. Although it could also be our
first argument too, because I want a large
dog and Iain a small one.
“If it hadn’t been for our dogs we would
never have met. We are soulmates, and owe
everything good in our lives to dogs.”
There may be some cycnics out there
who think Isobel and Iain are over-egging
it somewhat. Do they really owe everything
good in their lives to dogs? If that’s what
Isobel and Iain think, then that’s what they
think. And I suspect there are far more
people out there who feel the same way
than would ever care to admit it.
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